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FOREWORD

The work was authorized as part of the Manufacturing Methods
and Technology Program of the U. S. Army Mate-.ei Comwand which is
administered by the U. S. Army Production Equipment Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

The impiementation of improved manufacturing technologies for fab-
rication of military hardware is one of the missions of the Research
Directorate, GEN Thomas J. Rodman Laboratory, Rock Island Arsenal. As
a part of this mission, a program was conducted to evaluate glow-dis-
charge Ionitriding* as a case-hardening treatment for weapons compo-
nents. The program involved the procurement of glow-discharge loni-
triding apparatus, eva!uation and establishment of process procedures,
traincng of production personnel, and application of lonitriding for
production of weapons components.

IONiTRIDiNG

Process Description

ionitrfding is accompiished by the glow discharge of nitrogen and
hydrogen Ions upon selected component surfaces. 'Specifically, finished
machine parts, which have been previous-ly heat treated and thoroughly
cleaned, are placed on an electrically insulated pedestal located in a
vacuum chamber. The chamber is evacuated to less than 5XIO- 5 Torr
pressure and ;s backfilled with a 3:1 ratio of nitrogen-hydrogen gas
mixture to 0.5mm of mercury absolute-pressure. After backfiIing, the
glow discharge is initiated by app!lcation of a direct-current electri-
cal potential between the chamber and the pedestal part. The gas pres-
sure and the electrica! potential are then slow!y Increased until an
absolute pressure of 7mm mercury and a temperature of approximate'y
975*F are obtained. These conditions are maintained for a selected
per:od of timo by automatic temperature/power and gas pressure control-
lers. The process duration depends on the effective case depth required
for +he part. After the equipment has been shut off automatically and
+he parts coo! to a temperature of less than 300F, they are removed
from the chamber.

Equipment

The equipment used for lonitriding Is shown In Figure ;. This
equipment consists of a power/temprirature control console, lonitriding
vacuum chamber, and a vacuum/gas control console.

*The term Ionit"ridlng is the Rogistered Trade Mark of Kt6ckner lonon GMBH.
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The power/*6mpera~ure control console contains transformer and
resistor- tap switches for step conteol of the power input; a temperature/
-power control, which can be operaiGL! manually or automaticalily for
continuous control of the stepped power; power input meters; and process
time control.

The lonitrid'ng chamber consists of a water-cooled vacuum chamberI 30 inches 'In diameter- and 5 feet high. On'the bottom of +he chamber,
an insulated pedesta! is tocated for placement of parts to be long trided.I The vacuum/gas con-iro. conso:e contarns vacuum pumps and controls,
gas-flow regulator-, and an automatic pressure regulator- which controls
the absolute Pressure of +he lon~1-riding chamber,

The electric~ai power- system, temperature control system, vacuum/
gas control systems, and lonitr-iding vacuum chamber layout are iijus-
trated ;n the schemat.c shown in Figure 2.

PRODUJCT 'ON SEQUENCE

In the fol lowing sect:ons, the process procedure established for the
lonitrt ding or case hardening of material ,~s described.

Cleaning

The part+s must be cleaned of surface contaminants which can hinde-
or- compietely stop "-he diffusion~ of n;I-ogen, These con~aminants in-
clude organic ma~eria.s, e.g., olis and greases; metal io-organic com-
pounds, e~g.~, Ithium and sodium base machining lubricants; and inor-
gan~c ma-erials, e.g., oxides, copper, fead, eftc. Vapor degreasing wito
on~y remove the organic compounds. The remaining contaminants must
be removed by either buffing, glass shot blasting, or chemical stripping.
After- Cieaning, c-are must be taken so the parts are not recontaminated.

!onttriding Stopoff Techniques

Mochanica: masking is the preferred method for the lonitiriding of
selected areas of weapon components. The mechanical mask is nor" .'iy
fabricated from a low-carbon steel and usually flts the par+ with a
clearanco of 0.010 to 0.025 inch. A smaller clearance would cause thle
part to seize the mask.

Coppor- or n~cke'-plating moihods are unacceptable for selec~ive
lonitriding. Copper sputters off +he pert and redeposits elsewhere
on the part, thus preventing nitroding of required areas. Nickel plating
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does not sputter off, but diffuses into the surface of the part and
cannot be removed. Nicke! plating over copper is unacceptable because
defects in the nickel allow the copper to sputter off the part and
redeposit elsewhere.

Loading

The parts to be lonitrided are loaded on an electrically conductive
fixture similar to the one shown in Figure 3. The parts must be spaced
no closer than 0.30-inch or overheating will result caused by overlapping
glow in +he spaces between parts, The loaded fixture is then placed on
the insula t ed pedestal, and the vacuum-chamber top put in place.

Glow Initiation and Heating

After +he parts have been loaded and the lonitriding chamber closed,
the system is evacuated to 5XIO- 5 Torr absolute-pressure. The chamber
is then backf'ed with a 3:1 ratio of hydrogen-nitrogen gas mixture to
0.5mm of mercury absolute-pressure. The glow discharge is initiated by
application of a direct current electrical potential between the cathodic
pedustal and the anodic vacuum chamber walis.

During the initial heating and cleaning phase, flashing will be
observed on the surface of the parts caused by metal flakes and adsorbed
Iqases being removed. The power should not be increased until this 'lasn-
Shas s;bsideJ , or the surface of the part will be etched. After

rtashing has subsided, the power is slowly increased so the part does
not heat faster than O000*F per hour. When the temperature has reached
500 F, the gas pressure is increased to 4mm mercury, absolute. At this
point, the gas pressure and power are increased simultaneously until
7mm mercury absolute-pressure and the selected lonitriding temperature
are obtained. These conditions are then maintained for a selected time
by automatic controllers.

Process Time and Temperature

Process times to obtain eff9ctive case depths were established
experimentally for Nitralloy 135M and for AISI 4140 steels. These steels
are commonly used for the manufacture of nitrlded weapons components.
A temperature of 050F, upper limit for lonitrlding, was selected for
the Nitralloy 135M to keep treatment times short. Since AISI 4140 con-
tains no aluminum ad the Nitralloy 135M does, a lower case hardness
results due to an absence of aluminum nitride proclpitation. Consequently.
an lonitriding temperature of 975*F was selected to provide a higher
surface hardness for the AISI 4140 steel.
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FIGURE 3. Cathode Fixtujre U~tilized In the Production lo.nitriding of the
Push Rod for W&U-69 A/A Weapon
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PRrOUCTION IONITRIDiNG

The procedure described in the previous sections was utilized for
the production lonitriding of four components. These components are:
Push Rod, Part 6589833 for the MJi-69NA; Roller Shaft, Part 10892032 for
the M158; and two opur Gears, Parts 13207E3044 and 13207E3050 for a
Marine Drive Assembly.

Push Rod

The push rod, shown in Figure 4, was finish machined from AISI 4140
steel and heat treated to Rockwell C 368. This pert was lonitrided at
975*F for 8 hours. The results were:

Requl rements Results

Core Hardness, RC 35 minimum RC 37

Effective Case Depth, 0.004- to 0.006-inch 0.005-inch

White Layer Thickness, 0.0005-inch maximim O.O002-inch

The conventional gas nitriding time to obtain the above requirements
is a minimum of 14 hours.

Rol ler Shaft

The roller shaft, shown in Figure 5, was finish machined from Ni-
tral Ioy 135M heat treated to Rockwell C 37. The part was lonitrided at
1050*F for 10 hours to obtain the desired effective case depth. The
results were:

Requi rements Results

Core Hardness, No Limits specified RC 32

Effective Case Depth, 0.005- to 0.009-inch 0.009-inch

White Layer Thickness, No Jimits specified 0.000.-inch

Convenflonal gas nitridin(. wovld have required about 22 hours to
obtain an equivalent case deptt.

Spur Gears

The spur gears, shown In Figure 6, were finish aechined from Nitralloy
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fIGURE 4. Push Rod, Part 6589833 for r4AU-69 A/A (2X)

FIGURE 5. Roller Shaft, Part 10892032 for the MI58 Weapcm
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,35M and heat t-reated to Rockwel: C 36. The gears were lonitrided at
!050*F for- 28 hours to obtain +he minimum effective case depth require-
ments at +he roots ot the geor teeth. Thogears were selectively ni-
trided by use of a mechanical mask, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The
r-esults were:

Requirements Results

Core Hardness, R C 32-38 R C 36

Case Surface Hardness, R15NI, 89.5 minimum RM5 92

Ettec',ve Case Depth, 0.012- to 0.019-inch Root 0.014-Inch
Point 0.019-Inch

White Layer Thickness, 0.0005-inch minimum 0.0006-inch

DISCUSS iON

Advantages

lonitr~d~ng has two distinct advantages over conventional gas ni-
Trdidng. Fi -st, process times are shorter for lonitriding than for either
conventlonal s'ng~e-stage or double-stage (Floe) gas nitriding. This is
shown in Figures 8 and 9 in which the effective case depth versus nitri-
ding times, esiab'.shed for Nitraitoy 135M and AISI 4140 steels, Is com-
pared. The reduced processing times tor-lonitriding not only lowered the
product.ori cos, of +he ni~rided parts but provided Improved mechanical
property qaiues wh~en compared to conventional gas nitriding. A compari-
son of meChan ca; properly values is shown in Table 1.

The seconda advantage is that lonitriding produces a thinner 'white.
!ayer,+han cor'jentionj: gas nitriding. As shown In Figure 10 and li,
lonitrid.ng usua!;y keeps the white layer below the thickness of 0.0005-
inch. Above th~s limit, the white layer Is usually considered detri-
menial -to +he par+ and must be removed by mechanical or chemical methods
wh~ch increase processing costs. Conventional-gas nitriding usually
exceeds this I~,mi of 0.0005-inch.

Limitations

Par+ geometry affects +he lonitriding of weapon components. Small
d amelor ho es and narrow slots (about 0.1-i-nch or less) cannot be
lonitr'ded because +he glow discharge will not penetrate Into these narrow
conf-gura+ ons. Larger diameter long tubes and holes cannot be lonitrided
un fo~m'y unless a center anode Is used to provide an even electrical

12
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potential for the glow discharge. These effects mean that gun barrels
less than 7.62mm bore size cannot be lonitrided and larger diameter gun
barrels can only be lonitrided with the use of a center anode.

For gears with small diametral pitch, the roots of the teeth will
have less nitriding than the points. As the pitch increases, the nitri-
ding of the teeth roots will approach that of the teeth points.

CONCLUSIONS

1. lonltrding is applicable to the case hardening of weapon
components.

2. Cost savings result from reduced treatment times and by the
elimination of white 'ayer removal requirements.

3. lonitriding can be utilized as an alternate to conventional

nitriding without changes in mechanical property specifications.

SUMMARY

After training of production personnel, the Ionltrlding procedures
described herein have been Implemented by the Arsenal Operations Direc-
torate of Rock Island Arsenal.
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